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Thunder and Lightning
Weather Past, Present, Future

Mixing Art and Science: A review of the recentlypublished and fabulously-illustrated book by Laura
Redniss called Thunder and Lightning – Weather Past,
Present, Future.
This is a science book one can savor this winter.
Redniss delights her audience with her magical
illustrations (copper plate etchings) and welldocumented research on stories about some of our
earth’s peculiar weather and its effect on humans,
animals and the land itself. It is fascinating and
relevant to our world today. After all, whose life
isn’t touched these days by weather anomalies?
For example, did you know there is a barren
desert in Chili called the Atacama (located between
two mountain ranges) where rain is so rare that it
takes a special weather pattern every seven or eight
years for any rainwater to drop at all? When even
a very small amount of rain finally does fall, the
dessert bloom is so extraordinary that “basins full
of flowers of all colors, great biodiversity and lots
of insects and birds and animals” suddenly appear.
Scientists are so taken by the extreme Atacama
conditions that they’ve chosen it to help them with
their search for life on Mars.

“basins full of flowers of all colors, great
biodiversity and lots of insects and birds
and animals”

by Laura Redniss

her chapter entitled “COLD,” the author discusses
not only the kinds of seeds stored in the ice cold
cave itself, where they come from and why it’s
important for future generations, but she walks us
through the conditions the 2000 people (and 3000
polar bears) that populate the isolated islands must
endure. The average temperature is below freezing,

Then take the Svalgard Global Seed Vault
located 660 nautical miles from the North Pole. In
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an average minus four degrees Fahrenheit in
January with the lowest temperature ever recorded
there, a whopping minus 56.2 degrees Fahrenheit.
It’s been suggested that “it makes no sense to live
in such a place – a place where it is too cold to be
born, too cold to die.” And yet they do and she
explains why.
The sounds of thunder are shock waves of
rapidly expanding heated air. They “crack, clap,
rumble, roar,” writes the author. And lightning, she
says, can travel at speeds of 140,000 miles per hour
and reach upwards of 54,000 degrees Fahrenheit
– almost five times hotter than the surface of the
sun! If you’re interested in stories about those who

have been hit by lightning, Redniss provides some
shockers. One survivor says he was working as a
bank teller on a perfectly beautiful day back in 1969
when lightning from a storm a full 12 miles away
hit his drive-through speaker. The lightning “went
straight into my back,” exited one leg, where his
feet were placed on the metal rungs of his stool,
and quickly exited his hand, which held a metal
teller’s stamp.
These stories and many more are found in this
entertaining book which offers us unique weatherrelated accounts and keeps us glued to its colorful
pages of unique and beautiful art. This is a great
way to pass the time on a cold and rainy day. C

This section of the Museletter is dedicated to
the colorful palette of artists housed at Art On
Main. All of our artists are thoughtfully juried
into the gallery, so our patrons can be assured
of the quality, originality and professionalism
of the art work.

colors and they provide great texture. The way I
prefer to work is to start a painting on location,
en plein air, as the French Impressionists did, and
paint as much as possible before the light, shadows
and colors change as the sun moves. Then I finish
back at the same spot,
same light, or in my
studio, working from
memory, small studies
or photos taken at the
very beginning of the
painting.”
Asked where she
would take someone
who came to visit her
from out of town, she
says that Big Trees
State Park above
Arnold on Highway 4
would be her first choice because of the gorgeous
big trees there that are so old and regal. And what
she would never do is ‘jump’ a frog at the Angels
Camp Fair Competition and risk getting warts on
her painting hand! She also adds that something
else most people might not know about her is
that when she was a young girl, she used to stay
summers with her Irish grandmother in Southern
Minnesota where her pistol of a grandmother
would borrow a horse for her to ride every day
with the local kids. Those horses included a retired
racehorse and a show horse - but come 5pm she
would have to drop her horsey clothes, run for the
back porch and then dash for the tub. Nowadays
those dashes are not so much to the tub as they are
strokes of color to her canvas! C

Sarah Evans

Sarah practices painting in the Impressionist style,
a theory of painting originating and developed in
France during the 1870s. Her beautiful oil paintings
seek to depict the natural color and pattern of
objects using dabs or strokes of primary colors in
order to simulate actual reflected light. She loves
color and therefore leans towards painting gardens
and California
landscapes,
often using a
favorite tool,
a special long
acrylic paint
brush
that
has a very
small point.
Using it, she
paints
thin
strokes, one beside the other with what she calls an
Impressionist’s trick of broken color.
The artist likes to listen to classical music while
she works because to her, it is like white noise, which
is a good masking agent, and doesn’t intrude on her
brain. She says, “I paint exclusively in oils because
they are so gutsy, excitingly rich, with unctuous
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Joani Taylor

Joani’s beautifully-depicted paintings of tropical
flowers and Buddhas stem
from an innate passion
for the flora and fauna of
her native South Florida,
where she was born and
raised. Time spent on the
island of Maui has also
influenced her work. She
says art has always been
a major love and driving force that has played a
significant role in her life from a very early age.
Because of this, one might not suspect that in her
youth she was a high board diver, a scuba diver
and a professional fashion model.
Following her graduation from the University
of Florida in 1973 with a BA of Design (Interior)
from the College of Architecture, the artist found
her way to Calaveras County over thirty years ago,
married, raised a family and then in 2006 joined
Arts of Bear Valley. She has won two “Best of Show”
awards for her paintings since she began showing
annually at the Bear Valley, Big Trees State Park
and Calaveras County Fair shows.
On days in her studio, Joani gives credence to
her favorite “guru,” Caroline Myss, whose tapes
and CDs she listens to when she works. She says
she lives in gratitude for the help they have given
her in her personal and spiritual growth. And then
on some days away from her studio, the artist says
she loves the giant Sequoias at Calaveras Big Trees
State Park and it ranks as the #1 perfect spot to
take her visitors. She loves the proximity to such
a wide variety of natural
beauty, the ease of getting
there and the wonderful
community of people in
the area.
Asked if there is a
favorite piece of art she
owns, Joani says she
has many varied and
lovely pieces, including
originals by a number of
local artists, both past and
present. But one piece, a wood mask, is perhaps
her favorite - a gift to herself upon graduation
from college. The artist was J.J. Aaron, an old,
black man sculptor who lived and worked in one
of the neighborhoods near her Florida university.

She says they were privileged to have him there
and he was always gracious and welcoming to all
the people, particularly students, who stopped by
his studio to sit and visit a while. She says, “He
had a simple and joyous love of life and became
quite famous in the ‘Primitive Americana Folk Art’
realm.” C

Marianna
Bologna

Marianna
Bologna
(aka Marian Swanson)
is, among other things,
a watercolor artist best
known for her whimsical
interpretation of Kokopelli, a southwestern Indian prankster and fertility god. But she also
paints pears (orchards
full) and other Asian-inspired botanical pieces. You’ll most assuredly find
each piece unique, with no two exactly the same.
Illusion and texture are created by using a water
spritzer over a wet painted background which she
finds gives her surprising patterns. Another favorite tool is an invisible
ink pen used for her
preliminary
drawings. It disappears
within 48 hours and
leaves no trace – just
her finished watercolor painting.
In addition to her
watercolors,
Marianna knits and creates wearable fiber art
such as boiled wool
hats and totes. Her adorable sock monkeys are
handmade and are displayed in the gallery along
with jewelry she also creates using glass and natural
gemstones. You can visualize her making her art in
the home studio she designed herself and had built.
She has French doors that lead out to a deck and
garden where she enjoys the fresh air and beauty
of the spring and summer. During the chilly winter months she fires up a cast iron stove fireplace to
bring her warmth and comfort.
(Continued on next page)
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The artist says most people wouldn’t realize
that deep down inside she’s an introvert. She likes
being at home and, although she plays MahJongg
and Bridge in her spare time with other residents
of the Sierra Foothill community, she’s very happy
staying up half the night at home playing “Words
with Friends” on her computer. Marianna says
she wants to keep her world as uncomplicated as
possible and live a simple and peaceful life.

“most people wouldn’t realize that deep
down inside she’s an introvert.”
Stay tuned in 2016 for the release of I Can’t Like
Broccoli, a children’s book Marianna authored.
The book, illustrated by another local artist, Donna
Perkins, is in the final stages of being published. C

Guest Artist Kathleen Dunphy

We are excited to announce nationally-recognized
local artist, Kathleen Dunphy, will be our guest
artist from January through March, 2016. Known
for her light-filled landscape paintings, Kathleen
has received numerous honors during her career. C

Irish Day

Art on Main will have a booth in front of the gallery
on Irish Day, Saturday, March 19, 2016, celebrating
all things Irish. Irish Day is a big all-day event
(from 10-5) in Murphys honoring its Celtic heritage.
Festivities include a parade, entertainment, music,
dancers, food, crafts, local wine and beer. C

a

Gallery Artists Include:

Jan Alcalde, Marianna Bologna, Dick Bradford,
Marlene Bradford, Kathleen Canning, Sarah Evans,
Annie Fountain, Carol Goff, Christine Halley, Carole
Kamerlink, Ron Kamerlink, James Kelly, Susan King,
Jane Lucas, Charlotte Mahood, Therese & Steve
May, Judy Morgan, Ruth Morrow, Karen O’Neill,
Bambi Papais, Duane Papais, Donna Perkins,
Marilyn Richards, Helen Scofield, Lori Sturdivant,
Sarah Switek, Joani Taylor, Martha Wallace, Vienna
Watkins, Larry D. White, and Shirley Wilson-Rose. C

Second Annual Mark Twain
Elementary Gallery Visit

Mark Twain Elementary teachers, Jessica
Bottomley and Darcy Zimmerman, accompanied
their fifth grade class to the gallery in November.
For some students, it was their first visit to an art
gallery. Member artist, Sue King, said, “Part of
their learning experience is to discover the use
of different art mediums.” Students chose their
favorite works and replicated one of them on their
own worksheet. C

Quarterly Change of Art

Every quarter we change the art in the gallery. Our
next rotation is January 6, 2016. Please stop in and
see our new work. C

Congratulations

Congratulations to Wolfgang Mast of Jamestown,
California, the winner of our quarterly drawing. He
wins a $50 Art on Main gift certificate. C
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